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KITTY QUARTERLY
Cats of the Quarter:
Tommy & Tracy were 2 of 18 cats that were scheduled for
and rescued from euthanasia in West Virginia. They are
brothers that will be turning a year old this spring. They
are both outgoing and like to run and play although Tracy is
a bit more relaxed than Tommy. These boys would love to
be adopted together so that they can
continue to play with each other.

Cory

Crosby

Tommy

Cory & Crosby are the remaining two
kittens from a litter of 5 born to an
outdoor cat in Sarver, PA last spring.
Cory is gentle soul who loves to be
held and wrap himself around you.
He almost melts when he is held.
Tracy
Crosby is a bit shy but is coming
around more each day. He's a bit
timid at first but we believe he will come out of his shell, especially if he is adopted with his brother as they compliment
each other quite nicely.
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You can find out more about these sets of brothers on
Petfinder or by contacting Renee at rgazarik@hotmail.com.
1st Annual Humane Hearts Bowling Fundraiser
Saturday, February 12th; 3:00pm—5:00pm
Nesbit’s Lanes, 3501 Leechburg Rd., Pittsburgh
For ticket information, visit our website under Events
or call/text Laura at 412-657-4224.

Spring Yard Sale
We are planning a spring yard sale for Memorial Day
weekend. Check our website as it gets closer for details.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
If you are interested in
volunteering, please
contact Renee at
rgazarik@hotmail.com

Winter 2022

Success Story...Cora and Lilah
A couple of years ago we adopted a super sweet, scared kitty,
Misty, to add to our home. Unfortunately Ziggy, the current cat of
the house at the time, was less than thrilled. The girls coexisted living in separate spaces.
Ziggy passed away earlier this year and we thought Misty could use
a friend. Lilah showed up in my inbox from Petfinder. We scheduled a time to go see her, but she wanted nothing to do with us
after she was brought out from her cage. She was very scared. The
two big eyes in the cage next door caught our attention as we were
waiting for Lilah calm down. Cora followed our every move. She
would flinch if we got close but she just looked so sweet. We only
had one carrier with us and thought it would take a long time for
Cora to adjust to our home.
Less than a week later, Cora was out and about acting like
she's always lived with us. Since she adapted so quickly, we
felt we needed to give Lilah a chance. We scheduled a time to
go back to the shelter. Lilah let us pet her, give her treats and
even pick her up! When we got home, her sister wouldn't let
her hide out and proceeded to climb into the carrier to push
her out! She's been with us less than 2 weeks and is adjusting
well. Both girls love treats, napping in the cat tree, and chasing toys! Cora is a huge sweetheart! Lilah is still a bit apprehensive at times, going to her safe spaces but she is coming
out of her shell!
-Jeff & Jennifer

“If cats could talk, they wouldn’t” ― Nan Porter

Fundraisers in 2021
KVCKR would like to thank everyone who came out to support us at Stanford’s
making this year’s fundraiser a success! Thank you to all volunteers, Stanford’s
staff (Destiny & Gina), and kitty adopters who made an impact.
We’d also like to thank all who have donated over the year...whether it be monetary donations via PayPal Giving Fund or GiveBig Pittsburgh; or item donations
via Amazon, Chewy, or drop-offs; we truly are grateful
to you and the kitties appreciate everything.

Destiny & Gina

We are happy to report that we have secured a Petfinder Senior Adoption Grant for Flower,
one of our oldest kitties who was diagnosed with Stage 3 kidney disease. The grant will provide Flower’s adopter with $1,000 worth of special food/supplies so that she gets a chance
to spend her golden years in a home. We’d like to thank Petfinder for giving Flower and her
future adopter this opportunity!

Flower

Feline Wintertime Sleeping: Why Is My Cat Sleeping More In The Winter?
By Dr. Fiona Lee, DVM
December 22, 2021

Taken from: https://www.petsbest.com/blog/cat-sleeping-more-in-winter/
Ah, the life of a cat… Do you ever wish you could have as many cat naps as the fourlegged feline in your family? It’s no joke that cats take sleeping seriously all yearround, but you may have noticed changes in your cat’s sleep patterns with seasons
and even with age. Here’s the scoop on what’s normal and not normal when it comes
to snoozing cats and wintertime blues.
Normal Cat Sleep
Cats have sleep patterns similar to many mammals, in that it is polyphasic. They have distinct periods of REM sleep, non-REM
sleep, drowsiness, and wakefulness. The average cat sleeps over 50% of a 24-hour day, in one-and-a-half-hour sleep periods4.
Their REM sleep is like humans, with relative immobility of the body, but commonly with bursts of movement in the legs,
ears, tails and whiskers3. It’s normal to see what looks like kitty dreams playing out in real time with REM sleep!
Why Do Cats Sleep More in the Winter?
Sleep is regulated by a complicated combination of environmental and hormonal signals. The amount of light and even the
ambient temperature can alter sleep habits. Extra time for snoozing in the wintertime may be, in part, driven by the ancestral
tendency to conserve energy during times of decreased food. Technically, cats do not hibernate like some mammals do, despite how often you see them curled up on the sofa.
If you feel like your cat is sleeping more this winter, it may also be related to decreased quality of sleep. Studies suggest as
temperatures drop, periods of arousal are increased during REM cycles, thus decreasing the overall restorative property of
feline sleep1. To make up for these disruptions, cats may respond by sleeping more. This seems to be intensified by age; older
cats especially will sleep more to make up for the decreased quality of the sleep they are getting during colder temperatures.
Do Cats Get Seasonal Depression?
Those extra hours sleeping can make it seem like your cat is feeling down. Seasonal depression is a common cause for human
mood changes and has been well researched and documented in people. Alternately, very little research has been done on
seasonal behavior or mood changes in cats.
We might infer that since cats and humans do share similar brain chemistry, we may also have similar seasonal production of
mood regulating hormones, like serotonin and melatonin. Currently researchers don’t believe cats suffer from SAD (seasonal
affective disorder) like people do. It is possible that as the temperatures drop and there is less light, we project our own
gloomier moods onto our pets though.
How to Help Your Cat Cope in the Winter
Here are tips for keeping your cat happy and healthy as the temperatures drop! Be sure to allow your cat access to a warm
place to sleep. This study published by the American Association of Laboratory Animals looked at laboratory cats’ preference
for sleeping. No surprise, cats greatly preferred soft surfaces for snoozing! The article suggests that providing a proper place
for resting is imperative for feline wellbeing2. Here are more tips for helping your cat cope:
• Keep cats that go outside indoors more frequently when the weather shifts.
• Try to increase interactive playtime and activity to combat boredom.
• Indoor games for cats can be a great way stimulate activity in your cat
• Be sure your cat has access to natural sunlight: a well-lit room with a windowsill napping spot might be just the ticket.
If your cat seems overly depressed, lethargic or isn’t eating well, it’s unlikely this is related to the weather alone. Cats are
masters of disguise when it comes to illnesses, and subtle changes in behavior can indicate a true underlying problem. Contact your veterinarian if you’re feeling like there is more than the wintertime blues causing your cat’s change in habits.
1
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Volunteer
Spotlight:
Nancy Holland
Residence: Plum, PA

How did you start volunteering at KVCKR?
I became a volunteer after bringing a family of feral black cats to the shelter named Friend Kitty, Mama
Kitty, and Little Kitty (they ended up having 4 more kittens). My friend, Leslie, helped me catch them
from under our sunporch and bring them to the shelter. This was in 2007 and have been volunteering
since.

What do you do when you are at the Shelter volunteering?
I volunteer with my friend, Leslie, and my husband Mark every Saturday morning in the trailer part of
the shelter. We clean cages, fill water/food bowls, change litter, and do general cleaning in the building.

Have you adopted any kitties from KVCKR?
We have 2 cats from KVCKR, Dulaney (12) and Grace (13). My daughter, Megan, has adopted 3 cats
from the shelter! I got my first kitten in 8th grade and have owned cats ever since! Most have been
rescues.

Is there any kitty at the shelter that holds a special place in your heart?
Volunteering at the shelter is always rewarding, and it’s nice to see the cats and kittens be safe and so
well cared for. We always celebrate each adoption. Although I’ve had many favorites through the
years, I especially love the big gentle Tomcats; Prezley, JackJack, Ice are a few of them. And many years
ago, I loved a big green eyed tabby named Jamie.

When not volunteering, what do you do (work, family, etc.)?
I teach first grade at Center Elementary in Plum. I will be retiring at the end of this school year! I also
enjoy spending time with my 5 grandkids.

Is there anything else you would like to share?
Volunteering at the shelter has become a huge part of my life and is good therapy!

“The memories and paw print of a beloved cat remains in our heart and soul forever” - Unknown

Kiski Valley Cat & Kitten Rescue is always
appreciative of any and all donations. As
a truly non-profit organization, all re-

SHELTER WISHLIST
The shelter can always use the following items:
•

Canned Cat Food (Pate)

•

Dry Food: Preferably Purina Naturals or Kitten Chow

the dedication of volunteers and the gen-

•

Toys/treats

erosity from our donors.

•

Monetary Donations (ways to donate can be found on our website)

•

Cleaning vinegar

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

•

Paper Towels

If you are interested in volunteering, please

•

Volunteers to help clean/take care of the cats

•

Volunteers to help with “handyman” projects

•

Help finding loving homes for our kitties!

sources go only to the care of the cats/
kittens. The shelter functions solely on

contact Renee at rgazarik@hotmail.com

We want to hear from you!
If you would like to share your KVCKR adoption
story, please email us at KVCKR@hotmail.com

KVCKR is a registered 501c(3) charity organization

Thank you Minuteman Press in Leechburg

